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Executive Overview

Global Project Office (GPO) has become the preferred

way of managing projects for Citibank’s Global

Corporate Bank (GCB, Operations and Technology), by

following our mission statement:

To establish project execution as a core competency
throughout the organization, to drive the achievement of
organizational revenue and expense goals. This will be ac-
complished by:
• Channeling projects through a defined, beginning to end

process, which integrates GCB partners with project
management for on-time, on-budget delivery, with
quality;

• managing and executing strategic projects/programs;
• and the on-going development of a professional team

which operates with integrity and commitment.
With this mission, the Global Project Office has be-

come a center of excellence and, in so doing, changed the

way the GCB tackles large scale, strategic projects. We fo-

cused on where the pain was greatest and where we could

have the most impact, and on building an executable pro-

ject management methodology. Now, some twenty-four
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Exhibit 1. Standish Findings
months after this grassroots effort began, GPO has fun-

damentally changed the landscape of project management

at the Corporate Bank.

The environment that led to this mission was no dif-

ferent from any large corporation—a status quo where

projects were managed from individual silos, with little or

no cross-functional integration, poor communication and

project plans that were limited to loosely-formed Mi-

crosoft project schedules, or that were nonexistent. Pro-

jects were typically late, with ill-defined requirements; the

end products often did not match the original request;

budgets were overrun; project managers were expected to

manage heavily funded, 12–18 month initiatives without

the aid of any kind of project management disciplines;

management-level reporting was often accomplished via

e-mail from several team members at once, without con-

sensus and with no consistent format. All this is clearly

represented in the oft-quoted Standish survey of 1994,

which illustrated the problem across all industries, as 

noted in Exhibit 1.

Clearly, something had to be done.

We started our development plans with our stated mis-

sion—project management as a core competency, a basic
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Exhibit 2. Global Project Office
project management framework and standardized report-

ing tools … and our vision—GPO is recognized as the or-
ganization of choice where projects are managed, co-man-
aged or mentored by a team of professionals, skilled in
project disciplines that have been adopted as standard
across the business.

From this foundation, the GPO has developed into a

mature operation, focused on:

And it really works…

• Strategic projects of the Corporate Bank are now man-

aged under the GPO Framework and the portfolio of

projects (managed, co-managed or reported) has grown

by more than 400 percent.

• More than 150 project managers have been trained in

this methodology; we have repackaged the program

into smaller modules and present them to managers

across the globe; programs are customized around in-

dividual project teams and presented onsite.

• Project managers inside and outside GPO now follow

an established project methodology framework that

brings structure, common language, and flexibility to

large- and medium-scale projects.

• Start-up Planning is the standard practice for project

initiation.

• Comprehensive Risk Management and Organizational

Readiness are integral to all projects, where project

managers assess risk regularly throughout the project

lifecycle and address the “readiness” of target sites to

receive the new systems, processes, and products.

• Steering Committee Reports have become the norm for

senior management level project reporting—providing
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the essential functions of status reporting and early

warning notice, project change control, risk manage-

ment, and financial tracking.

• Project Libraries have been built, consisting of critical

documents such as Project Plans (not just schedules),

Requirements, Funding papers, Specifications, Test

Plans, and Implementation Strategies, providing a valu-

able database to the Corporation.

• As a result, a greater percentage of GCB projects are

now completed on time, in budget, and with quality.

The nature of project relationships has also dramati-

cally changed. In a significant behavioral shift, Project

Managers now expect more direct involvement from their

Sponsors, and get it. Project Sponsors play a large role in

this emerging project structure. To augment this relation-

ship, roundtable discussions are conducted to help define

the evolving sponsor/project manager partnership. In re-

turn, Sponsors have come to demand (and get) more ex-

perienced project managers, significantly raising the bar

of expectations. Facilitative leadership enables project

teams to better define roles and responsibilities and create

actionable outcomes.

And we did all this in less than two years. GPO sensed

the “tides of change” in the pending organizational shift

in our industry and created a grassroots initiative to ef-

fectively address that shift. This is the basis for the GPO

story of managing projects “from the future,” for inside

that story is woven the fabric not just of projects and

working today but of how we will view both in the next

century.
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You will see in these next pages how we did it … our

early Start-up stage, our redefinition into an operating

business and, finally our Corporate Reach, where we

brought Project Management to the entire Corporate

Bank. You will see that project management can be creat-

ed as a core competency in a large organization; that

where there is a need, a mission, and a dedicated team to

achieve that mission, there is a way to create this kind of

excellence.

Our success to date is owed to the diligence of our team

and the rapid organizational shifts that resulted in our re-

porting to ever-higher levels of the Bank’s management

chain. The GPO story has evolved over the past twenty-

four months in three stages. We define these stages as (1)

Start-Up, (2) Business Definition, and (3) Corporate Reach.

Start-Up (Early 1996—Early 1997)

GPO began to operate in early 1996, created as a means

to better manage projects in the relatively small world of

Operations & Technology for Global Cash

Management. At that time, many projects were managed

by Technology groups, strictly enforced by System

Development Life Cycle, with some help from the

Business (developing Requirements) and the Operations

areas (testing the software once it had been written) but

no beginning-to-end ownership. In nontechnology/prod-

uct management areas, projects were exercises in “task

list” management with no project management disci-

plines at all. Typical of organizations in all industries,

there was little or no integration of these efforts, no

structured management process and certainly, no group

dedicated to managing projects across the organization.

Against this background, we created a methodology to

help bring order to a fairly chaotic environment.

We started with our Framework—six unique Project

Phases:

• Start-up Planning

• Requirements Definition

• Design

• Build/Buy (Development, Test, Verification)

• Implementation

• Post-Implementation.

… and key process steps and deliverables for each

phase. Our approach supports the PMBOK Knowledge

Areas by integrating key components, such as Integration

and Project Scope, Cost and Quality, HR, Communica-

tions and Risk Management across the methodology.

It was all designed to create a logical flow that had a

real beginning-to-end feel to it and provide ownership to

the Project Manager. Projects were structured to enable
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cross-functional involvement. Inside this methodology, we

designed a status reporting structure that enabled Project

Managers to produce consistent reports on a monthly sta-

tus. This allowed senior management to view projects in

summary or detailed version, as required. Concurrently,

and in order to train our people in this new methodology,

we created a five-day Training Program, built around the

six-phase structure, and imbued with management skills

awareness, such as risk, communication, team building,

change management. The Program is particularly adept at

integrating these disciplines with the basic project man-

agement elements of scheduling, process and reporting.

We accomplished this in our first six months. The chart

below provides a high level view of our Framework.

We introduced all this by assigning our Project Man-

agers to critical projects and by enforcing our consistent

reporting format. As a new organization, we had senior

sponsorship in these early days. However, it was non-sus-

taining and limited in scope. So, we continued to pursue

our agenda. If we erred at this point, it was by aggressive-

ly pushing status reports, and we became known as a “re-

ports factory” and “bureaucratic.” Although the reports

were seen as a breakthrough, providing critical informa-

tion to senior managers, this perception would prove dif-

ficult to break later on. Lack of an organizational mandate

for our existence necessitated finding advocates where we

could and simply pushing forward with our mission. The

methodology and its proponents faced resistance and ap-

athy from numerous areas within the organization. This

adversity was addressed head on and each issue was either

resolved or there was agreement to disagree.

We persisted and by the end of the first year, we had in-

stituted the framework in some fifteen strategic corporate,

large-scale projects, expanded our training program to ad-

dress key PMBOK elements and interestingly, witnessed

the reporting structure become the standard for the Glob-

al Bank. In so doing, we acquired a “best practices” ac-

knowledgment from our Audit Department.

Business Definition (Mid 1997—Late 1997)

We knew early on that this was not about managing

every project in the Bank. So, we created ourselves out

of a vision from the future … one that called us to cre-

ate Project Management as a core competency through-

out the Bank. With that vision, we created an end state

where projects were managed with integrity, where

Project Managers operated in full partnership with their

Sponsors and where projects were delivered on time, on

budget, and with quality.
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The Principle Activities of Each Phase

Start-up
Planning

l Strategic Planning
Project Organization
Defining Need
Communicating
Securing Business
Commitment

l

l

l

l

l Measure and Assess
Production
Environment

l

l

l

Install Continuous
Improvement
Review Project
Close Out Project

Install Operations
l

l

l

Environment
Install Production
Environment
Manage Client
Implementations
Test for Approval

l Build the Future
State

l

l

l

l

Test for Acceptance
Develop Operating
Budget
Confirm Operational
Readiness
Prepare Training

l Define the Future
State

l

l

l

l

Assess Operational
Readiness
Select Vendors
Develop Business
Solution
Confirm Resource
Requirements

l Design the Future
State

l

l

l

Plan for Testing
Estimate
Operational Costs
Assess Operational
Readiness

Requirements Design Build/Buy Implement Post
Implementation

Exhibit 3. Principle Activities

The Project Management Framework is the structure that
guides the project team through a series of tasks and phases
in an orderly manner designed to create a successful result.

Phases

Roles and
Responsibilities

Skills

Processes

Tools and
Templates

Exhibit 4. Principles of Project Management
We geared ourselves to operating in a marketplace

whose needs would be satisfied with products built from

integrity, professionalism, and commitment. To better un-

derstand their requirements for project management, we

interviewed our stakeholder community and gained a bet-

ter perspective of how we should function within that
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community. We learned a great deal about our customers

and from what we learned, created the first version of our

Project Management Procedures Manual.

As we grew, we continued to define ourselves, not as a

project shop, but as a center of excellence with business-like
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BIRTH AND GROWTH OF THE PROJECT OFFICE
1996

Portfolio
Management

Global Project
Office Formed

1997 19981/96

1/96

5/96 2/97 2/984/97 4/98 5/98 7/987/9710/96 10/9711/96 11/97

First PM Survey
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Project Office
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Release 0.1 PM
Procedures Manual

Release 1.0 PM
Procedures Manual
Electronic Version

Release 1.0 PM
Procedures Manual

Introduced PM
Process and
Methodology

Sixth PM
Process Course

Seventh PM
Process Course

Eighth PM
Process Course

First PM Process
Course

Fourth PM
Process Course

First European
PM Process

Course

Kirkpatrick
Level 3

Assessment

Consumer Bank
PM Process

Course
Second PM

Process Course
Third PM Process

Course

Fifth PM Process
Course

European
Projects added

TRIMS/Global Loans/Y2K
Projects added

Re-structuring
Projects added

Consumer Bank
Projects added

Pipeline Projects added

6/96

4/97

12/96

20 SC projects

38 SC projects

30 SC projects

1/98

1/98 1/99

1/97

1/97

2/97

6/96

6/96

6/97

6/97

Exhibit 5. Growth of the Global Project Office
strategies to create an environment that supports the pro-

fessional Project Manager.

We knew we were paving the way for a future where

Project Management would be distinguished as a profes-

sional career choice. Our approach has broadened to ad-

dress not just the basic tenants of project management, but

the environment in which projects must be managed. By

viewing projects and their environment as a whole, pro-

ject managers are better able to address issues of manage-

ment as adroitly as issues of milestones. Exhibit 4 illus-

trates how this framework is integrated with principles of

project management.

In this expanded vision, it was clear that standards

were necessary to create a skills base from which the Pro-

ject Management cadre would grow. GPO reviewed the

PMI Skills standards and consulted with our own Human

Resources Department to design the job descriptions and

necessary skill levels that would cover the full range from

entry level to senior project manager.
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Word spread rapidly in the Corporate Bank, as succes-

sive GPO projects began to achieve their goals. A growing

number of senior managers began to approach GPO with

requests for service. We fine-tuned our process and

methodology, expanded the Framework Procedures Man-

ual and opened our training program to all Corporate

Bank Project Managers. All the time, our project base was

growing.

Our methodology enabled GCB Project Managers to

expand their vision from the old view, limited to mile-

stones and status reporting, to include a new world of risk

and change management, teambuilding and communica-

tion, negotiation and stakeholder management. And it has

incented these managers to learn how these skills and be-

haviors enhance their role. In this way, GPO continued to

push out the envelope of “competency” in the GCB.
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Corporate Reach (1998 and Beyond)

We have expanded from our original Cash O&T world

to embrace the entire Global Corporate Bank and we

have introduced the concept of “co-management.”

Operating much more efficiently as internal consultants,

we are now impacting more projects and reaching more

project managers than if we were managing every project

we could find. The earlier perceptions that we focused

exclusively on reports or were too “bureaucratic” are

now gone as we regularly bring project management

expertise to reset troubled projects and use strategic

insight to start-up critical initiatives.

The Procedures Manual is now available as a hyperlink,

online document and gets inside the phases in much

greater “drill-down” detail. We have created a web site to

broaden the access for project managers throughout the

organization. GPO now works with Corporate Quality

initiatives to ensure our methodology is properly inte-

grated with other initiatives inside the Bank, such as the

Software Engineering Process Group (SEPG) and Global

Quality Network (GQN). We are active PMI members

and have begun to contribute to the ongoing dialogue

through the Financial Institutions Special Interest Group.

GPO is playing a major role to support the Corporate

Restructuring Initiatives by providing comprehensive co-

management and data collection services. As part of this

role, we have expanded the Project Risk Management

component by invoking a comprehensive assessment pro-

gram that “risks” projects and creates action plans to miti-

gate that risk. Risk Management is now an intranet online

function, accessed by all Project Managers, producing a

comprehensive “roll-up” for the Senior Management team.

Additionally, our expansion has enabled us to present

GPO as franchise operation; capable of being instituted in

any location, globally. We are presently planning our Eu-

ropean operation deployment later this year.

GPO has changed the conversation of Project manage-

ment at Citibank. Our co-management and mentoring ap-

proach has taken us to all corners of the Global Corporate

Bank. In two short years, GPO has developed a suite of

products and services that range from sourcing Project

Managers and supplying project-related MIS to manage-

ment reporting and Risk Assessment. We now manage or

co-manage major strategic projects in the Corporate Bank

and we now provide Start-Up Planning service and Pro-

ject Management training to Citibank’s Consumer Bank.

With the advent of our methodology, projects are viewed

as the prime vehicle for bringing operational changes to

the corporation, new products to market and visions to

reality. And inside this methodology, the Project Manager

is viewed in a very different light—as a professional.
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Armed with our start-up pains/gains and our vision and

mission statements, the GPO had set out to change the

way Citibank managed its projects. Along the way we

changed the way the Bank views how work gets done and

will be done in the twenty-first century.
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